■ A critical subroutine of self-monitoring during speech production is to detect any deviance between expected and actual auditory feedback. Here we investigated the associated neural dynamics using MEG recording in mental-imagery-of-speech paradigms. Participants covertly articulated the vowel /a/; their own (individually recorded) speech was played back, with parametric manipulation using four levels of pitch shift, crossed with four levels of onset delay. A nonmonotonic function was observed in early auditory responses when the onset delay was shorter than 100 msec: Suppression was observed for normal playback, but enhancement for pitch-shifted playback; however, the magnitude of enhancement decreased at the largest level of pitch shift that was out of pitch range for normal conversion, as suggested in two behavioral experiments. No difference was observed among different types of playback when the onset delay was longer than 100 msec. These results suggest that the prediction suppresses the response to normal feedback, which mediates source monitoring. When auditory feedback does not match the prediction, an "error term" is generated, which underlies deviance detection. We argue that, based on the observed nonmonotonic function, a frequency window (addressing spectral difference) and a time window (constraining temporal difference) jointly regulate the comparison between prediction and feedback in speech. ■
INTRODUCTION
A competent perception system must distinguish selfproduced from externally generated perceptual events. Moreover, the consequences associated with inaccurately executed actions must be identified. A common mechanism for these source monitoring and error detection functions has been proposed in the framework of internal forward models (Wolpert & Ghahramani, 2000) . The perceptual consequences of planned motor commands are predicted internally and compared with the perceptual feedback generated by the overt actions. Specifically, if prediction matches feedback, the neural responses to the external feedback are "canceled" and the perceptual changes are classified as self-produced. Evidence supporting such a cancellation mechanism has been found in visual (Sommer & Wurtz, 2002 , tactile (Blakemore, Wolpert, & Frith, 1998 , and auditory (Chang, Niziolek, Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013; Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2009; Eliades & Wang, 2003 , 2005 Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara, & Merzenich, 2002; Numminen, Salmelin, & Hari, 1999) domains. Moreover, when internal prediction does not match feedback, greater auditory responses to perturbed online feedback are observed in speech production studies (Chang et al., 2013; Greenlee et al., 2013; Eliades & Wang, 2008; Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008) , representing the discrepancy between the internal auditory prediction and overt feedback (neural error term).
The comparison between internal prediction and overt feedback requires characterization. For example, focusing on speech, does the increase in response magnitude to perturbed feedback (e.g., along the spectral dimension) correspond linearly to the degree of mismatch between prediction and feedback? Hints of nonlinearity come from electrophysiological studies using a pitch shift manipulation. The linear increase of neural responses as a function of pitch perturbation level stopped at a certain point (e.g., plateaued between 200 and 500 cents, Liu, Meshman, Behroozmand, & Larson, 2011; 250 cents in P2 responses, Scheerer, Behich, Liu, & Jones, 2013) . Therefore, we hypothesize that a spectral integration window constrains the comparison between internal prediction and external feedback; hence, the neural responses to perturbed feedback do not linearly increase with spectral distance between prediction and feedback beyond the limit of the spectral window.
Moreover, how is the timing offset between prediction and feedback handled? The concept of temporal integration windows has been proposed for speech perception (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Poeppel, 2003) . That is, information in a certain time range is chunked and integrated to form coherent representations. Audiovisual multisensory studies also suggest time constants of up to ∼200 msec (van Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel, 2007; Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 1996) . Another motivation for proposing the temporal integration windows comes from the phenomenon of delayed auditory feedback (DAF; Fairbanks, 1955; Black, 1951) . Performance is deteriorated most when a delay of about 200 msec is introduced between speaking and hearing the selfproduced sounds (e.g., Howell & Archer, 1984) . The notion of a temporal integration window in DAF seems to underlie the integrity of perception and production processes. We build on this notion and hypothesize that a restrictive temporal integration window exists for the comparison between top-down (prediction) and bottomup (feedback) representations. Specifically, the prediction about perceptual consequences of actions compares to the actual feedback only if the time lag between them is within the range of the temporal integration window. However, if the temporal distance is beyond the limit of such a window, the probability of feedback being selfproduced will be very low; hence, no comparison will be carried out.
To link these hypotheses, we argue that a control mechanism (cf. Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Grush, 2004) , termed Kalman gain (K ) from optimal control (Kalman, 1960) , is applied over the neural error term (e f ; Figure 1 ). That is, taking an analog of the Kalman filter approach, by which more precise estimates of an unknown variable can be produced by using a series of measurements observed over time, the current observation of neural errors can be constrained by the stored distributions of the feedbackʼs (temporal and spectral) characteristics. Specifically, we model this control mechanism as a function of spectral (D) and temporal (T ) distances between internal prediction and external feedback (Equation 1):
If the time difference between the onset of prediction and feedback (T ) is beyond the limit of a temporal integration window (time threshold ), no spectral comparison will be carried out, presumably because feedback with delays that are beyond the temporal threshold will not be perceived as self-produced, and therefore, the spectral properties of these sounds would not be relevant for the talker. If T is within time threshold , the comparison will be carried out along the spectral dimension; if the spectral distance (D) is within the limit of a spectral integration window (freq threshold ), the gain function is a positive constant (c), and therefore, the error (e f ) caused by spectral discrepancy will be a linear function of D; if the spectral distance is beyond the limit, the gain will be a decreasing function of spectral distance, f(D), which scales down the error. Our simple model agrees with the core functions for self-monitoring and speech control in other computational models (e.g., Hickok, 2012; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Guenther, Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006; Grush, 2004) . The current study is a new experimental approach aiming to provide direct neural evidence for the suggested computational mechanisms. Therefore, we test this model in behavioral experiments and an MEG study. Our aim is to determine the proposed values for temporal and spectral integration windows.
METHODS

Behavioral Assessment of Normal Voice Pitch Range
Normal conversation is the most common situation in which speech articulation occurs. Therefore, we assessed the spectral integration window using the subjective evaluation of voice pitch range in normal conversation. We used two behavioral measures to quantify the subjective probability of different levels of pitch shift occurring in oneʼs normal pitch range, which provided the psychophysical evidence for the frequency boundary of spectral integration window.
Behavioral Experiment 1. Probability Judgment of Pitches Being in Normal Speech
Participants. Sixteen volunteers (eight men, mean age = 28.1 years, range = 24-47 years) took part in this experiment. All participants were right-handed. This experiment was approved by the New York University institutional review board.
Materials. Auditory stimuli were recorded in a quiet room using Radio Shack unidirectional dynamic microphone 33-3002. Participants pronounced the vowel /a/ 10 times using their normal, most comfortable pitch. The continuous auditory signals were recorded (sampling rate of 44.1 kHz) and further processed using Praat. Participants wore Sennheiser HD280 headphones when listening to 1 ), which is a function of spectral (D) and temporal (T ) differences between prediction and feedback, actively modulates the magnitude of error terms that are formed by comparing the prediction (P) and feedback (F ).
the continuous recording and selected one auditory token as stimulus. The mean duration of the selected auditory tokens was 340 msec. All sounds were normalized by average intensity (RMS) to 70 dB SPL. Pitch shifts were introduced by using the built-in pitch-shifting function in Praat (PSOLA). Specifically, the pitch was extracted using an autocorrelation method (Boersma, 1993 ) and shifted to a given level, and the shifted pitch contour was used to resynthesize the vowel sound using the overlay-and-add method (Moulines & Charpentier, 1990) . Specifically, nine levels of pitch manipulation were applied to the original recordings, resulting in nine conditions with −30, 150, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900, 1050, and 1200 cent pitch shifts. The cent is a logarithmic unit of measure for relative frequency difference, which is computed as Cents = 1200 × log 2 (F T /F B ), where F T is the target frequency (in Hz) and F B is the baseline frequency (the individual recorded normal pitch in our case). One hundred cents equals one semitone, and 1200 cents is an octave. Because of the comb-filtering effect caused by the timing difference between bone conduction and air conduction, hearing oneʼs own voice during speech production has a lower perceived frequency than the perception of a recorded voice (Shearer, 1978) . Therefore, the pitch of the recorded sounds was shifted down by 30 cents to make them more similar to their own voice (Shuster & Durrant, 2003) . All sounds were normalized and delivered at about 70 dB SPL.
Procedure. One hundred forty-four trials (16 trials per pitch shift) were randomly presented in a block. Participants were asked to judge the probability of a given sound being in their normal conversational voice range on a 9-point scale. Specifically, the response "9" stood for the most common pitch during everyday conversation (Probability 1), whereas the response "1" represented the most impossible pitch (Probability 0), with the occurrence probability proportionally decreasing from 9 to 1. The midpoint "5" was highlighted to be the 50% point. That is, the occurrence of this particular pitch during normal conversation is at chance: Participants may or may not use that particular pitch to ask a question. A pitch that is higher than the pitch at the 50% point is less likely to occur during normal conversion and should be assigned to one of the responses in 1-4; a pitch that is lower than the pitch at the 50% point is more likely to occur during normal conversion and should be assigned to one of the responses in 6-9. The anticorrelation between number response keys and levels of pitch shift ("9" for the most common voice that has the lowest pitch and "1" for the most unlikely voice that presumably has the highest pitch) was used to avoid the explicit association of pitch shift direction and number scale.
Data analysis. Probability responses were recorded and linearly transformed to percentages (response "9" to 100% and response "1" to 0%, with linear decrement of 12.5% per step). The percentage scores were averaged across 16 trials for each level of pitch-shifted sound.
Behavioral Experiment 2. Categorical Judgment of Pitches Being in Normal Speech
Participants could implement strategies during the first behavioral experiment. For example, they could remember the nine levels of pitch shifting and assign the numeric responses to each of them, although postexperiment interviews revealed that most participants only distinguished and memorized at most five levels, suggesting that such a strategy was less likely. Moreover, the probability judgment for pitch may create a bias when making judgments of less probable events (although that is not our main measure of interest), because it is hard to judge the possibility of occurrence for a pitch that would be out of oneʼs voice range during normal conversation. Therefore, we ran a second behavioral experiment using a categorization task to assess the pitch range during normal conversation.
Participants and materials. The same 16 volunteers as in Behavioral Experiment 1 participated in this experiment.
Procedure. The experimental procedure was identical to Behavioral Experiment 1, except the responses were reduced to three categories. Specifically, participants were asked to make a judgment whether a given pitch was in their voice pitch range during normal conversation. They were required to press the button "9" for the pitches in their voice range, whereas the button "1" was pressed for pitches out of their vocal range. The button "5" was assigned to the pitches that participants were unsure of. That is, these particular pitches were on the edge of the highest pitch they would use during normal conversation (when asking a question). Any pitch that was higher than the ones assigned to the "5" response should be out of their normal voice range, and any pitch that were lower than the ones assigned to the "5" response should be in their normal voice range.
Data analysis. Probability responses were recorded and transformed to percentages (e.g., response "9" to 100% and response "5" to 50% and response "1" to 0%). The percentage scores were averaged across all 16 trials for each pitch shifted sound.
MEG Experiment. Pitch Shift and Playback Onset Delay during Articulation Imagery
We used articulation imagery (imagine speaking without moving any articulators or making any sound), which has been modeled as a prediction process (via the internal simulation and estimation mechanism) without overt output overlaps (Tian & Poeppel, 2010 , 2012 Grush, 2004) . We deploy this paradigm here to investigate the neural response to parametric variation in internal-external mismatch by introducing both pitch perturbation and onset delay. The interaction between articulation imagery and perception has been demonstrated in recent studies using behavioral measures (Berger & Ehrsson, 2013; Scott, 2013) and electrophysiological recordings . The proposed temporal and spectral integration windows in the control mechanism leads us to hypothesize (a) that auditory neural response magnitude is a nonmonotonic function of spectral distance between the internal prediction and pitch-shifted playback and (b) that such comparison is constrained by the temporal distance between the occurrence of prediction and playback.
Participants
Sixteen individuals (seven men; mean age = 27.5 years, range = 19-44 years) participated in this experiment for monetary compensation. All participants were right-handed and without history of neurological disorders. This experiment was approved by the New York University institutional review board.
Materials
Same recording procedures were used as in Behavioral Experiment 1. Four different levels of pitch shift were selected and used in this experiment. These four levels were −30, 300, 600, and 1200 cent pitch-shifted sounds. We chose only upward shifts to save experimental time in the electrophysiological recordings. Results from previous studies suggest that human electrophysiological responses to downward and upward shifts have no qualitative (only quantitative) differences (e.g., upward shifts: Behroozmand, Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; downward shifts: Scheerer et al., 2013) . Considering our experimental design that includes an additional factor of onset delay with four levels (see Procedure below), we only chose the upward shifts to minimize the total number of conditions and reduce the MEG recording time. Second, our aim was to investigate the existence of integration windows for self-monitoring in speech. The quantitative differences found between downward and upward shifts demonstrate that people would be very sensitive to the pitch decreasing. That is, the distribution of downward shifts for the hypothetical spectral integration window would be very narrow. Therefore, we chose upward shifts to increase sensitivity for testing the spectral integration window.
Procedure
Participants were asked to imagine articulating /a/ using their normal and most comfortable pitch, same as during recording before the experiment. They were instructed to press a button using their left index finger to indicate the beginning of articulation imagery in each trial (Figure 2 ).
The button press triggered one of the four pitch shifted sounds with one of the four levels of onset delay ([0, 100, 200 , 500] msec). Thus, 16 conditions were run (four levels of pitch shift crossed with four levels of onset delay). Participants were asked to passively listen to the playback and to start the next trial after the offset of playback sound, at a comfortable self-paced speed. This procedure was used to prevent overlap between the auditory responses to the playback and motor responses at the beginning of the next trial. Participants were familiarized with the procedure by training before the experiment. They were also trained on the task of articulation imagery, and all participants confirmed they could induce the quasikinesthetic and auditory experiences vividly, without physically moving any articulators. We set a microphone next to participants to monitor that there was no overt pronunciation throughout the experiment. The observations of overlapping neural networks between covert and overt movement in motor imagery studies (e.g., Dechent, Merboldt, & Frahm, 2004; Meister et al., 2004; Ehrsson, Geyer, & Naito, 2003; Hanakawa et al., 2003; Gerardin et al., 2000; Lotze et al., 1999; Deiber et al., 1998) support that both types of articulator movement induce a similar motor efference copy, as suggested in numerous theoretical pieces (e.g., Desmurget & Sirigu, 2009; Grush, 2004; Miall & Wolpert, 1996; Jeannerod, 1994 Jeannerod, , 1995 . As long as there is no overt sound, our goal of an internally induced auditory representation from a motor efference copy is valid. Potential subvocal movement is irrelevant to the interpretation.
Twenty-five blocks were included in the experiment, with 32 trials in each block (2 trials per condition in each block, 50 trials per condition in total). The presentation order was randomized. Each block began with three 250-Hz sinusoidal tones followed by three original voice stimuli (−30 cents pitch shifted) to remind participants of their normal voices and the voice they should imagine during the task of articulation imagery.
Twenty-five blocks of a baseline task, with same trial number, were also run. The baseline section used the identical procedure as the main experiment, except participants did not perform articulation imagery. Participants pressed a button and passively listened to the playback. They were instructed to proceed at their comfortable Participants press a button at the beginning of articulation imagery of the vowel /a/. The prerecorded individual vocalization of /a/ was manipulated and formed four levels of pitch-shifted playback that was presented at four levels of delays after the button press. speed and only to press the button after the offset of the playback in the last trial. The order of the main experiment and the baseline task was counterbalanced across participants. Because the baseline run and main experiment were balanced in terms of auditory memory, motor temporal prediction, and other nuisance variables, only the interaction between prediction and auditory process was available in the main experiment. Therefore, comparison between auditory responses in main experiment and baseline run will point to the mechanism of internal-external interaction.
Three additional control runs were carried out. In one run (auditory control), participants passively listened to the four different pitch shifted sounds 50 times each in a random order. This auditory control was to test whether the magnitude of auditory responses to equal-loudness but different-pitch sounds was similar and hence to rule out that any differences between main experiment and baseline run were because of pitch differences in auditory playback. In the other two runs (motor control), participants were asked to press a button with articulation imagery in one run, whereas they only pressed a button in another run. These two motor control runs included 50 trials each and were compared with each other to test whether the magnitude of motor responses that overlapped with the auditory responses during the experiment was independent from task demands and hence rule out that any differences between main experiment and baseline run were because of motor and imagery interaction. All the control runs were carried out after the main experiment and baseline run. The auditory control was run first, which also served as a break. Then the two motor control runs were carried out and counterbalanced across participants.
MEG Recording
Neuromagnetic signals were measured using a 157-channel whole-head axial gradiometer system (KIT, Kanazawa, Japan). Five electromagnetic coils were attached to a participantʼs head to monitor head position during MEG recording. The locations of the coils were determined with respect to three anatomical landmarks (nasion, left and right preauricular points) on the scalp using 3-D digitizer software (Source Signal Imaging, Inc., La Mesa, CA) and digitizing hardware (Polhemus, Inc., Colchester, VT). The coils were localized to the MEG sensors at both the beginning and the end of the experiment. The MEG data were acquired with a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, filtered online between 1 and 200 Hz, with a notch filter at 60 Hz.
MEG Analysis
Raw data were noise-reduced offline using the time-shifted PCA method (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2007) . Trials with amplitudes of >2 pT (∼5%) were considered artifacts and discarded. For each condition, epochs of response to the auditory playback, 600 msec in duration including a 100-msec prestimulus period, were extracted and averaged in both articulation imagery and baseline runs. The averages were low-pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 30 Hz. The typical M100/200 auditory response complex was observed (Roberts, Ferrari, Stufflebeam, & Poeppel, 2000) , and the peak latencies were identified for each individual participant.
Because of possible confounds between the changes in neural source magnitude and changes in neural sources distribution during analyses at the sensor level , a multivariate measurement technique (angle test of response similarity), developed by Tian and Huber (2008) and recently available as an open-source toolbox (Tian, Poeppel, & Huber, 2011) , was implemented to assess the topographic similarity between auditory responses to the playback in experimental (articulation imagery) and baseline (without articulation imagery) runs. This technique allows the assessment of spatial similarity in electrophysiological studies regardless of response magnitude and estimates the similarities in underlying neural sources distribution (e.g., Luo, Tian, Song, Zhou, & Poeppel, 2013; Tian & Huber, 2013; Tian & Poeppel, 2010 , 2013 Davelaar, Tian, Weidemann, & Huber, 2011; Huber, Tian, Curran, OʼReilly, & Woroch, 2008) . In this method, each topographical pattern is considered as a high-dimensional vector, where the number of dimensions equals the number of sensors in recording. The angle between the two vectors represents the degree of similarity/difference between the two topographies. The cosine value of this angle, which is called angle measure, can be calculated from the dot product of these two response vectors where the value "1" stands for exact match (angle equals zero) and the value "−1" stands for opposite (angle equals π).
The angle measure between topographies in different conditions, termed between angle measure, is statistically tested against a null hypothesis (i.e., is the angle between two topographic patterns greater than chance). The null hypothesis is formed by comparing the pattern similarity of average responses for the first half and second half of the experiment within each condition (within angle measure, which is the maximum similarity value after taking the systematic noise, such as fatigue and movement into account). In this study, the between angle measure was calculated between auditory responses in the imagery run versus in baseline for each of 16 conditions. The between angle measure was compared with the within angle measure of that condition to statistically determine the topographic similarity between auditory responses in experimental and baseline runs for each condition. If the between angle measure is significantly smaller than the within angle measure (the angle between two topographies is larger than chance), the two topographies are different and hence infer distinct neural sources distribution, whereas if they are not significantly different, the null results suggest the two topographies are similar and the following magnitude test could be free of confounds of source distribution changes. Although the null results could be caused by lack of power, this issue can be ruled out by significant results in the following statistical tests that have the same power.
After confirming the stability of the neural source distributions of auditory responses across experimental and baseline runs, any observed significant effects in sensor level analysis will contribute to the response magnitude change. The root mean square (RMS) of waveforms across 157 channels, indicating the global response power in each condition, was calculated and employed in the following statistical tests. A 25-msec time window centered at individual M100 and M200 latencies was applied to obtain the temporal average responses. The relative response power changes were further calculated by subtracting the responses to auditory playback during the imagery run from the one during the baseline run for each condition. A repeated-measures two-way ANOVA was carried out on the factors Pitch shift and Onset delay. Four separate repeatedmeasures one-way ANOVAs were further implemented on the factor of Pitch shift in each of four levels of Onset delay. Planned one-sample t tests (one-tailed) were carried out for each level of pitch shift, and planned comparison paired t tests were carried out between two adjacent levels of pitch shift. The employment of the one-tailed test in each condition followed directly from our specific hypothesis. Perceptual suppression has been found in the responses to the normal feedback during actions (e.g., Chang et al., 2013; Christoffels, van de Ven, Waldorp, Formisano, & Schiller, 2011; Houde et al., 2002; Numminen et al., 1999; Blakemore et al., 1998) , whereas enhancement has been found whenever the feedback deviates from actions (Chang et al., 2013; Scheerer et al., 2013; Behroozmand et al., 2009; Tourville et al., 2008) . Therefore, we hypothesized a specific modulation direction for a particular condition: Suppression when the playback is normal, and enhancement when the playback is altered.
To test the consistency of motor response magnitude under different task demands (with or without articulation imagery), a 25-msec time window centered at the button press and release responses was applied to obtain the temporal average of motor responses in different tasks. Paired t tests were run on the average responses between runs with and without articulation imagery. To test the magnitude consistency of auditory responses to different levels of pitch shifted sounds, a 25-msec time window centered at early M100 and M200 auditory responses in the passive listening run was applied to obtain the temporal average of auditory responses to different sounds. A repeated-measures one-way ANOVA was carried out on the factors of Pitch shift for both M100 and M200 components.
RESULTS
In the behavioral experiments, a repeated-measures oneway ANOVA revealed that the probability of a pitch being in oneʼs own voice range during normal conversation is significantly different across the different levels of pitch shift, in both Behavioral Experiment 1 using probability judgment [F(8, 120) = 88.34, p < .001] and in Behavioral Experiment 2 using categorization judgment [F(8, 120) = 131.08, p < .001] (Figure 3) . Specifically, the rating of a given pitch as being in oneʼs voice range decreases as the degree of pitch shift increases, indicated by the significant linear contrast [F(1, 15) = 138.14, p < .001 in Experiment 1; F(1, 15) = 322.92, p < .001 in Experiment 2]. Moreover, the quadratic components were also significant [F(1, 15) = 10.81, p < .01 in Experiment 1; F(1, 15) = 14.74, p < .005 in Experiment 2], suggesting the fast rate of decrease at the larger degree of pitch shift. The cubic component was significant in Behavioral Experiment 2 [F(1, 15) = 5.56, p < .05], suggesting fewer possible response categories made the separate criterion of "within" and "out of" normal voice range clearer and the transition between the rating of in and out pitch range sharper. More importantly, the one-sample t tests against the chance level (0.5) revealed that the 600-cent pitch shift was rated as in oneʼs normal pitch range [t(15) = 3.97, p < .005 in Experiment 1; t(15) = 3.71, p < .005 in Experiment 2], whereas the 1200-cent pitch shift was clearly out of range [t(15) = −4.27, p < .001 in Experiment 1; t(15) = −13.93, p < .001 in Experiment 2]. For other levels between 600 and 1200 cents, the 750-cent pitch shift was rated not significantly different from the chance level [t(15) = 1.62, p > .13 in Experiment 1; t(15) = 0.34, p > .74 in Experiment 2]; the 900-cent level was at chance level in Experiment 1 [t(15) = −0.45, p > .66], but was rated out of range in Experiment 2 [t(15) = −2.27, p < .05]; the 1050-cent level was out of range in both experiments [t(15) = −2.50, p < .05 in Experiment 1; t(15) = −5.98, p < .001 in Experiment 2]. Therefore, the pitch boundary in subjective probability judgment of oneʼs voice range in normal conversation is higher than 600 cents and lower than 1200 cents, consistent with the proposed spectral integration window.
In the MEG experiment, the RMS waveforms were calculated using all channels for each condition during experimental and baseline runs. As shown in Figure 4 , early auditory response patterns (M100/M200 complex) were observed in all conditions. These waveforms exhibited trends in the response magnitude changes associated with levels of pitch manipulation within each level of onset delay. Specifically, in the immediate playback condition (0-msec delay), normal playback elicited smaller responses during the imagery task, whereas the auditory response was enhanced in all the pitch-shifted conditions. A similar trend was observed in the 100-msec onset delay conditions. However, for the two other onset delay levels (200 and 500 msec), no suppression effects were observed.
Before statistically testing the magnitude changes between the imagery and baseline runs, the similarity between topographies that reflect the underlying neural source distributions were quantified. The auditory response patterns of the M100 and M200 components were calculated for auditory playback in all 16 conditions during experimental and baseline runs (see Figure 5 for M100; the pattern for the M200 is not shown). Importantly, the angle test did not reveal any significant spatial pattern differences between responses to auditory playback in the imagery and baseline runs for any condition ( ps > .05). That is, the topographies of auditory responses were highly similar in both runs and the distribution of neural sources that mediated auditory perception was independent from task demands. Thus, the following magnitude tests will be free from changes in neural source distribution.
The effects of prediction during imagery on playback were quantified by the time averaged data around individual M100 and M200 peak latencies. For the M100 component, clear interaction patterns were observed (Figure 6) . A repeated-measures two-way ANOVA on the factors of Pitch shift and Onset delay revealed that the main effect of Pitch shift was significant [F(3, 45) = 6.29, p < .005] and the interaction between Pitch shift and Onset delay was also significant [F(3, 45) = 2.96, p < .005]. The trend of response changes caused by the factor Pitch shift was further tested within each level of onset delay using a repeated-measures one-way ANOVA. The main effects were significant at the onset delay levels of 0 msec [F(3, 45) = 11.38, p < .001] and 100 msec [F(3, 45) = 8.18, p < .001], but not at the levels of 200 msec or 500 msec (Fs < 1). Therefore, further tests were run only at the onset delay levels of 0 and 100 msec. Planned one sample t tests (one-tailed) revealed that the prediction-induced suppression occurred for normal playback in the onset delay level of 0 msec [t(15) = −2.08, p < .05] and was marginal at 100 msec [t(15) = −1.56, p = .07]; whereas when the playback was pitch shifted, enhancement were observed in the onset delay levels of 0 msec [for 300-cent pitch shift, t(15) = 1.955, p < .05; for 600-cent pitch shift, t(15) = 4.49, p < .001; and for 1200-cent pitch shift, t(15) = 2.46, p < .05] and 100 msec [for 300-cent pitch shift, t(15) = 2.07, p < .05; for 600-cent pitch shift, t(15) = 4.98, p < .001; and for 1200-cent pitch shift t(15) = 2.36, p < .05].
The linear and quadratic contrasts were also significant at the onset delay levels of 0 msec [F(1, 15) = 14.44, p < .005; F(1, 15) = 25.41, p < .001] and 100 msec [F(1, 15) = 11.67, p < .005; F(1, 15) = 11.70, p < .005]. Planned comparison paired t tests revealed that auditory responses to normal playback were significantly smaller than the ones to 300-cent pitch-shifted playback at the onset delay levels of 0 msec [t(15) = −3.70, p < .005] and 100 msec [t(15) = −2.89, p < .01]; responses to 300-cent pitch-shifted playback were also significantly smaller than the ones to 600-cent playback at the onset delay levels of 0 msec [t(15) = −2.64, p < .01] and 100 msec [t(15) = −2.22, p < .05]. However, a significant trend of response amplitude decrease from responses to 600 cents to 1200 cents pitch shift was observed at the onset delay levels of 0 msec [t(15) = 2.08, p < .05] and 100 msec [t(15) = 1.77, p < .05]. These results suggest that the auditory M100 response to pitch-shifted playback during articulation imagery is a nonmonotonic function of the frequency distance between prediction and playback: The response magnitude linearly increases as the frequency distance increases, but decreases at the largest distances. This transition of auditory responses to pitch-shifted playback between 600 and 1200 cents is consistent with the pitch boundary obtained in behavioral experiments. Furthermore, the temporal distance between prediction and playback constrains the changes of M100 response magnitude as a function of frequency differences, indicated by the absence of variation beyond the onset delay of 100 msec. Therefore, the observed nonmonotonic functions both in time and frequency dimensions were consistent with proposed temporal and spectral integration windows in a gain control mechanism for the neural error term that reflected the differences between prediction and playback.
The effects of pitch shift and onset delay did not extend to the M200 response ( Figure 6) . A repeated-measures two-way ANOVA on the factors of Pitch shift and Onset delay did not reveal any significant main effects or interaction (Fs < 1). The following repeated-measures one-way ANOVA at all onset delay levels did not reveal any significant effects caused by the factor of Pitch shift (Fs < 1). Neither was the linear contrast ( ps > .30) nor quadratic contrast significant (Fs < 1).
A repeated-measures one-way ANOVA on the passive listening control run suggested that the magnitude of M100 and M200 auditory responses was not different across the four types of sounds with different pitches (Fs < 1; Figure 7) . Moreover, a paired t test between button press responses accompanied with or without articulation imagery did not reveal any difference [for muscle extraction component (button press), t(15) = 0.33, p > .75; for muscle relaxation component (button release), t(15) = −0.38, p > .71] (Figure 7) , suggesting that the neural responses associated with button press that overlapped with early auditory responses at 0-msec time delay conditions were independent from task demands, and any differences observed in those conditions were caused by the prediction in imagery task and manipulation of pitch shift in playback.
DISCUSSION
This study investigates the comparison mechanism between internal prediction and external playback in (covert) speech production. We used articulation imagery as a model and implemented a parametric manipulation of both pitch and onset delay playback. We observed that when overt playback was delayed by 200 msec or more relative to the initiation of articulation, the auditory responses to different pitch manipulations were not different. In contrast, when the delay was less than 200 msec, the responses were (i) suppressed when "normal" playback was provided or (ii) increased linearly as the degree of pitch shifted up to 600 cents.
This study, using covert imagined articulation, complements the findings from the commonly used overt speech feedback paradigms and adds a new dimension to the issue. Our results on (covert) articulation imagery-induced suppression and enhancement are consistent with the findings of overt production-induced suppression for Right: Waveforms responses and topographies of button press in motor control runs. RMS waveforms to button press responses are plotted for runs with (red) and without (black) articulation imagery. Two response components, presumably mediating button press and release, are plotted near the corresponding latency, with the surrounding boxes being identical color code as waveforms.
normal feedback (Chang et al., 2013; Ventura et al., 2009; Eliades & Wang, 2003 , 2005 Houde et al., 2002; Numminen et al., 1999) and enhancement for perturbed feedback (Chang et al., 2013; Greenlee et al., 2013; Behroozmand et al., 2011; Eliades & Wang, 2008; Tourville et al., 2008) . This consistency demonstrates mental imagery as a valid method in research on action-perception interaction and its cognitive neural mechanisms. The advantage of mental imagery paradigms, such as elimination of overlaps in neural responses from overt action and feedback, comes at a cost. For example, the trial-by-trial variability is hard, if not impossible, to quantify. However, the measureable effects obtained in this study demonstrate the reliability of using mental imagery as a paradigm in human electrophysiological studies if the experiments are carefully designed and controlled. The implementation of articulation imagery as a model of auditory prediction in this study eliminates overt output and provides direct evidence supporting the cancellation by auditory prediction of normal auditory feedback as well as response increases indicating the discrepancy between manipulated feedback and prediction.
The pitch of the overt playback was manipulated in this study, and the effects of comparison between prediction and playback were found in the M100 but not the M200 response components. In a previous study, the phonological content (syllables) of playback was either congruent or incongruent with the preceding auditory prediction and there the manipulation only affected the M200 component but not the M100 . Therefore, the occurrence and attributes of the internal-external interaction in the auditory processing hierarchy depend on the context and level of the manipulation.
Another reason why the effects were absent in M200 component may be because of the lack of speech production task demands during mental imagery. For example, a recent EEG study showed that the P2 response (the analog of M200) correlated with vocal compensation response magnitude (Scheerer et al., 2013) . That is, P2 could reflect the start of the sensory-to-motor transformation (update the motor plan to compensate the pitch shift), a downstream process from the N1 that reflects the comparison between prediction and playback. However, there is no sensory-motor transformation task demand in our imagery study, which could lead to the absent of M200 effect. The simplification of the task demands lets us focus on testing the comparison mechanism between efference and playback, which is another strength of the new imagery paradigm.
The nonmonotonic profile of the auditory response as the pitch shift increased during articulation imagery suggests that the comparison between prediction and playback is constrained by a spectral integration window and the error term, manifested in the response increase, is modulated by a control mechanism that is a function of spectral distance between the internal estimate and external stimulus. Specifically, if the prediction matches the playback, the responses to the external stimuli are suppressed, presumably because of cancellation of playback caused by the similar representation. As the deviance between prediction and playback increases, the auditory response to the playback increases till the system detects that the difference is too large to be plausibly self-generated. The proposed limit of spectral integration window (spectral threshold as in Figure 1 and Equation 1) was in the range between 600 and 1200 cents, which correlated with the subjective assessment of pitch range in normal conversation determined in the behavioral experiments and the turning point in nonmonotonic function observed in MEG. These results suggest that if the playback is so different from the prediction that it is beyond oneʼs normal range, the playback will be no longer treated as self-produced and the error terms will be scaled down. These results also agree with the observation of less compensation to larger F1 format shift (Katseff, Houde, & Johnson, 2012) , consistent with the proposed spectral integration window and gain control function.
Our finding of a threshold at about 600 cents in the spectral integration window is consistent with observations in other electrophysiological studies. For example, the N1 responses were increased from 0 to 100 cents but plateaued from 100 to 250 cents and increased again to the maximum shift of 400 cents (Scheerer et al., 2013) . In another EEG study, 500 cents yielded similar N1 responses magnitude as 200 cents . All these studies support that the "turning point" for the N1 is beyond 400 cents. To our knowledge, previous speech feedback alteration EEG studies did not test pitch shifted by more than 500 cents in normal participants. Therefore, our study extends previous findings and suggests the spectral threshold for self-monitoring in speech is about 600 cents. (See discussion below about altered auditory feedback and stuttering for more consistent evidence about the "turning points" at around 600 cents from the clinical population.)
We suggest that a temporal integration window also constrains the comparison between prediction and playback, demonstrated by the absence of the nonmonotonic variation of auditory responses to pitch shifted playback beyond the onset delay of 200 msec. Therefore, the duration of the window in which the prediction and playback may integrate is about 100-200 msec, approximately consistent with the long temporal integration window of 200 msec during speech perception (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Poeppel, 2003) , indicating a similar temporal integration window for combining information from bottomup and top-down processes. The integration window may be a ubiquitous temporal constraint on the interaction between abstract representations. Moreover, the temporal integration window alone can serve as a way to test causality: Any perceptual changes falling into this time limit after speech production will be treated as self-produced and compared with prediction for self-monitoring and error detection in online control. The suppression in the response to playback indicates self-production and enhancement represents differences between prediction and playback indicated that the self-produced sound is not as planned. Also note that all the responses to the pitch shifts at 200 and 500 msec temporal delays remained elevated, which could reflect that the temporal asynchrony between the efference copy in covert action and auditory playback was beyond the threshold of the temporal integration window.
The combination of spectral and temporal integration windows can solve the problem that occurs when externally induced sounds (usually different from self-produced speech) occur within the temporal window of internal prediction, which could induce the same response increase as the inaccurate self-generated speech feedback. Previous studies suggest that extremely manipulated feedback, such as using noise to substitute normal speech feedback, did not induce response magnitude increases as compared with the passive listening responses (Christoffels et al., 2011; Houde et al., 2002) . Only the perturbation of feedback in a subset of features (e.g., pitch, F1, F2 formants) show increased responses Eliades & Wang, 2008; Tourville et al., 2008) . It could be that, in the case of extreme differences between feedback and prediction, the gain control mechanism scales down the error term to the normal response level as in passive listening. However, should partial features overlap but other features diverge between feedback and prediction, the gain control mechanism will not scale down the error term completely but proportionally to the amount of overlap (such as a function of spectral difference in Equation 1, if the difference is beyond certain threshold). The observation of an increased response to 1200 cents pitch shifted playback could be the case of mild magnitude scaling down because partial features (such as the speech envelope) were still overlapped between playback and prediction. Therefore, the spectral and temporal integration windows together with the gain control mechanism provide a feasible solution to avoid the problem of identifying externally induced sounds as inaccurate self-generated feedback and prevent unnecessary motor correction.
A similar gain control mechanism with the spectral and temporal integration windows could underlie stuttering amelioration when the normal speech feedback is substituted with either DAF (e.g., Vaxes, 1963; Naylor, 1953) or frequency altered feedback (FAF; e.g., Kalinowski, Armson, Stuart, & Gracco, 1993; Howell, El-Yaniv, & Powell, 1987) : The scaled down error term, a consequence of the differences between internal prediction and external feedback, initiates less motor correction compared with the larger error term caused by normal speech feedback and noisy prediction in people who stutter (Tian & Poeppel, 2012; Hickok, Houde, & Rong, 2011; Max, Guenther, Gracco, Ghosh, & Wallace, 2004) . Interestingly, a similar nonlinearity of fluency enhancement was observed in DAF and FAF. For DAF, 50-and 75-msec delays were found to enhance speech fluency to the same degree, as both of them produce better amelioration than 25-msec delay (Kalinowski, Stuart, Sark, & Armson, 1996) . A similar enhancement plateau has been found for delays of 50-150 msec (Burke, 1975; Webster, Schumacher, & Lubker, 1970) . For FAF, the fluency benefit trend linearly increases from zero to a half octave (600 cents) pitch shift (Antipova, Purdy, Blakeley, & Williams, 2008) ; but half an octave and one octave (1200 cents) FAF provide similar amelioration results (Hargrave, Kalinowski, Stuart, Armson, & Jones, 1994 ; also see Stuart, Kalinowski, Armson, Stenstrom, & Jones, 1996) . This nonlinearity of fluency enhancement across levels of DAF and FAF suggests that the increasing discrepancy between prediction and feedback, both in temporal and frequency domains, increases the probability for the gain control function to scale down the errors. Yet beyond a certain degree of divergence, all levels of perturbation in feedback are treated equally extreme; hence, the scaling down factors hit a plateau, leading to similar fluency enhancement.
Using a unique pairing of a mental imagery paradigm with auditory playback perturbation, we provide direct evidence suggesting that a gain control mechanism and dynamic time and frequency windows cooperatively govern the spectrotemporal comparison between internal prediction and external stimulation in speech. These findings demonstrate the cognitive mechanisms mediating selfmonitoring and feedback control.
